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Abstract 
Since 1990s, economic globalization and new technology revolution have great 
influence to the global business environment. Many multi-national enterprises reform 
to adapt to environmental changes, and Financial Shared Service emerges. In 
twenty-first century, enterprises continue to grow in China, with collectivization trend. 
In order to solve the problems of traditional financial sector, enterprises in China also 
have turned to Financial Shared Service. How to manage Finance Shared Service, 
which is a new thing, becomes a great challenge to enterprises. However, if one thing 
can’t be evaluated, it can’t be managed, so the research on performance measurement 
of Financial Shared Service has realistic significance. 
This paper first reviews the researches at home and abroad about Financial Shared 
Service and performance measurement based on Balanced Scorecard recent thirty 
years, and then briefly introduces the basic theory of Financial Shared Service and 
performance measurement based on Balanced Scorecard. Then the article elaborates 
the difference among Financial Shared Service, outsourcing and traditional 
concentration to explain the features of performance measurement in Financial Shared 
Service, and designs the balanced scorecard system separately for different models 
and targets of Financial Shared Service. At the same time, the paper shows the 
Balanced Scorecard system construction process of Financial Shared Service through 
a multi-national enterprise case, and gets some enlightenment. Finally, this paper 
reviews the full content, and points out the limitations of the study. Based on the 
above research, this paper argues that the performance measurement system of 
financial shared service is different from the traditional performance measurement 
system, and points out that Balanced Scorecard is the best tool for performance 
measurement system of Financial Shared Service. Due to the coordination between 
Balanced Scorecard and strategic, Balanced Scorecard with different strategic goals 
and modes is different. 
Through the research and discussion on performance measurement of Financial 
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Financial Shared Service, and provides theoretical basis and practice material for 
enterprises to establish performance measurement of Financial Shared Service and 
strengthen Financial Shared Service management.  
The main innovations of this paper are: Based on the above study, with the distinction 
between different strategic goals and models on the basis, this paper designs the 
performance measurement system of Financial Shared Service based on Balanced 
Scorecard, and provide a way to establish the customer Balanced Scorecard. 
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自福特公司建立 SSC（Shared Service Center，共享服务中心）以来，共享服
务发展至今已近 30 年。跨国公司从共享服务管理模式中获得了高额收益。2011
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